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Fairy Tales and Fables for the Boomer Generation                 

 

 One day, Chicken Little was walking in the woods. All of a sudden, she found some 

sagging skin near her chin. It frightened her. “My face is falling! My face is falling! I have to go 

tell my friends!” she exclaimed.  

 

 She ran to tell her friends, but along the way she ran into her chiropractor. “Where are 

you going, Chicken Little?” Chiropractor asked. 

 

 “My face is falling! My face is falling! I have to tell my friends!” Chicken Little 

exclaimed. “How do you know?” Chiropractor asked. “Well, I found some sagging skin near my 

chin. It frightens me!” she said. 

 

 “Let me adjust your face,” said Chiropractor. “My face has no adjustment elasticity!” 

Chicken Little lamented. “This is terrible! This is terrible!” said Chiropractor. “We’d better hurry 

up!” 

 

 They both ran away as fast as they could. Soon they met the Yoga Teacher. “Where are 

you going, Chicken Little and Chiropractor?” asked the Yoga Teacher. “My face is falling! My 

face is falling! We’re going to tell our friends!” cried Chicken Little. 

  

 “How do you know?” asked Yoga Teacher. “Well, I found some sagging skin near my 

chin. It’s frightening me!” said Chicken Little. 

 “Are you sure that you can’t do the standing chin anti-gravity position that we do in 

Boomer Yoga to alleviate this condition?” asked Yoga Teacher calmly. 

  

 “Oh no!” Chicken Little replied. “I’ve tried that position thousands of times, taken mega-

doses of products that I’ve found on-line, and even inhaled all the air at Wild Oats. I’ve also read 

every Suzanne Somers anti-aging book written when she still looked like Suzanne Somers, but to 

no avail,” she moaned. 

 “Then we should do the worried running position!” Yoga Teacher said. 

 

 Soon they met the optometrist walking down the road. “Hello there! Where are you going 

in such a hurry?” Optometrist asked.  

 

 “We’re running for our lives! Chicken Little’s face is falling, and we’re running to tell 

our friends!”  Everyone shouted.  

 

 “How do you know her face is falling?” Optometrist asked. “Well, I found some sagging 

skin near my chin, and it’s frightening me!” said Chicken Little. 

 “Goodness!” exclaimed Optometrist. “Are you sure that my new progressive lenses won’t  

correct that?” 

 “Oh no, then I’d be able to see more details of the horror!” said Chicken Little. 

 “Then we’d better run fast!” replied Optometrist. 
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 So they all ran in great fright across the field. Along the way they met the Health Fare 

Free Cholesterol Test Nurse.  

 

 “Where are you going, Chicken Little, Chiropractor, Yoga Teacher, and Optometrist?” 

asked the Health Fare Free Cholesterol Test Nurse. 

 

 “We’re running to tell our friends that Chicken Little’s face is falling!” they all 

exclaimed. “How do you know?” asked the Health Fare Free Cholesterol Test Nurse. “Well, I 

found some sagging skin near my chin. It’s frightening me!” said Chicken Little.  

 

 “Oh dear! Perhaps if we lowered your cholesterol, your face would perk up!” said Health 

Fare Free Cholesterol Test Nurse. “I’ve been taking Omega 3 purified fish oil and flax seed for 

years,” said Chicken Little. “I even cut out red meat and exercise faithfully. It didn’t prevent my 

face from sagging,” Chicken Little sighed. 

 

 “I always suspected a Baby Boomer face would sag someday. I’d better run with you!” 

shouted Health Fare Free Cholesterol Test Nurse. 

 

 They ran with all their might, until they met Suspended License Plastic Surgeon Fox. 

“Where are you rushing to on such a fine day?” asked Suspended License Plastic Surgeon Fox. 

 

 “Help, help! It’s not a fine day at all! Chicken Little’s face is falling, and we’re running 

to tell her friends,” everyone said. “How do you know her face is falling?” asked Suspended 

License Plastic Surgeon Fox. 

“I found some sagging skin near my chin. It’s frightening me!” said Chicken Little.  

 

 “I see, well, follow me, and I’ll show you the way to your friends,” Suspended License 

Plastic Surgeon Fox said smiling. He had big, sharp, pearly white teeth that glistened in the sun. 

They made Hollywood veneers look like yellowed parchment. 

 

 Then Suspended License Plastic Surgeon Fox took them to his illegal Botox lab. He did 

such a fabulous job on Chicken Little that her friends remarked on how young she looked. The 

only problem was that whenever Chicken Little sat down her eyebrows raised up. 

 

 The moral of the story is that if you are in the Boomer Generation and you are walking 

along a bike trail, jogging in the woods, or even strolling in a shopping mall, never, ever put your 

hands to your face or look in a mirror.  

 

At age 40, all of our faces begin to fall. 
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